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a b s t r a c t
Context: New processes, tools, and practices are being introduced into software companies at an increasing rate. With each new advance in technology, software managers need to consider not only whether it
is time to change the technologies currently used, but also whether an evolutionary change is sufﬁcient or
a revolutionary change is required.
Objective: In this paper, we approach this dilemma from the organizational and technology research
points of view to see whether they can help software companies in initiating and managing technology
change. In particular, we explore the ﬁt of the technology S-curve, the Classic Change Curve, and a technological change framework to a software technology change project and examine the insights that such
frameworks can bring.
Method: The descriptive case study described in this paper summarizes a software technology change
project in which a 30-year old legacy information system running on a mainframe was replaced by a network server system at the same time as the individual-centric development practices were replaced with
organization-centric ones. The study is based on a review of the company’s annual reports, in conjunction
with other archival documents, ﬁve interviews and collaboration with a key stakeholder in the company.
Results: Analyses of the collected data suggest that software technology change follows the general
change research ﬁndings as characterized by the technology S-curve and the Classic Change Curve. Further, that such frameworks present critical questions for management to address when embarking on and
then running such projects.
Conclusions: We describe how understanding why a software technology change project is started, the
way in which it unfolds, and how different factors affect it, are essential tools for project leaders in preparing for change projects and for keeping them under control. Moreover, we show how it is equally
important to understand how software technology change can work as a catalyst in revitalizing a stagnated organization, facilitating other changes and thereby helping an organization to redeﬁne its role
in the marketplace.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Moore’s Law predicts that the number of transistors on a chip
will double about every 2 years [36]. The resulting improvement
in computer performance has contributed to many changes in
information systems, development tools, and practices, making
software development managers wonder whether it is time to
change their existing technology solution with every new advance
that occurs. In the face of continuous technology change, decision
makers are consequently faced with the age-old dilemma of either
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continuing to reﬁne their existing technology at the evolutionary
level or with adopting an entirely new technology at the revolutionary level. The former strategy introduces minimal organizational change and, as a consequence, appears to be an immediate
and low risk approach. The latter strategy, by contrast, has the
potential to introduce large changes into an existing organization
and thus incurs more immediate risks, but it can potentially attain
higher beneﬁts in the longer-term.
Human response to change has been a formal topic of interest
since the Second World War, when the need to send men to the
battleﬁeld required changes at home as women entered the workplace [26]. The seminal studies from this period deﬁned change as
a simplistic process consisting of unfreezing, moving, and freezing
steps [44], and began to identify common change resistance
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indicators in the workplace, including grievances, high turnover
rates, low efﬁciency levels, and restriction of output [19]. More recently, the role of change has attracted increasing interest in software development circles and it has been studied, for example,
from the change management [3,43,46] and motivational [63]
viewpoints. However, in the software process improvement context, change has not been studied as extensively to date. Stelzer
and Mellis [71] note that in their literature study of success factors
of organizational change in software process improvement,
unfreezing the organization was mentioned only in 24% of the
ISO cases and in 52% of the CMM cases, quality initiatives from
the International Standards Organization and Capability Maturity
Model process framework respectively. Allison and Merali [2], on
the other hand, report a structurational analysis of process
improvement in a software package organization over a 10-year
period focusing on the contextual and social factors of the changes.
Given its intent to characterize the general change process, our
goal in this present study is to validate the Classic Change Curve
[66] empirically on a software technology change project. In particular, we are interested in exploring the reasons for initiating software technology change, understanding how this kind of change
project unfolds, and determining those factors that affect the project unfolding. Since the present change project started as a technology change project but ended up dealing with organizational
changes, we ﬁrst present the technology and organizational change
research frameworks used in the study (Section 2). The actual study
started by reviewing the annual reports of the company, and the
questions raised were further discussed in ﬁve interviews with
company employees as well as with a key stakeholder of the company (Section 3). The case study approaches the research questions
from the point of view of a legacy information system redevelopment project in which a 30-year old mainframe system was replaced with a network server system and where systematic
software development practices were concurrently introduced into
the company concerned (Section 4). We cover both the software
technology change project and the sustained software process
improvement phase that occurred thereafter to see how the
company evolved over a 10-year period and emerged from the
‘‘Death Valley” of Change [26]. The empirical treatment of the
research questions is followed by a discussion of each question
based on related research ﬁndings (Section 5). We close the paper
by exploring the implications of this case study and the generalizability of our ﬁndings (Section 6).
2. Related research
The related research focuses on deﬁning the key concepts and
context of the present study by studying what leads to a technology change, the manner in which a typical change project
progresses, and how technology changes can be characterized.
The technology S-curve, the Classic Change Curve, and the technological change framework provide simple communication tools for
discussing these complex topics. For the purposes of this paper, we
deﬁne technology in its broadest sense as the processes, tools, and
practices that are used in software development.
2.1. Why change a technology?
The need to change a technology becomes apparent when the
existing technology reaches a natural limit. Development efforts
when undertaking a technology change tend to progress slowly
in the beginning but, after all the essential knowledge has been
learned, subsequent progress can be quick (Fig. 1). However, at
some point in time the improvement rate slows down, making
incremental improvements more difﬁcult and more expensive.
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Fig. 1. The technology S-curve [27].

For example, the number of transistors that an integrated circuit
can contain has a physical limit deﬁned by the size of the components, the line width, the size of the chip [27], and the temperature
buildup due to chip density. In software development, such
physical limits are rare, but legacy information systems have been
reported to exhibit aging symptoms such as increasing maintenance costs, limited performance, integration problems, restricted
extension possibilities, and little availability of qualiﬁed maintenance and development personnel [1,8–10,69]. Since the aging
symptoms, individually or jointly, can become the reason to
change the system, they are potential limits of the technology currently in existence.
Another reason for a technology change is competition. Competitors using the same technologies should not pose an unmanageable
threat, but disruptive innovations can provide entrant companies
with an attacker’s advantage [27] in a marketplace. A disruptive
innovation introduces a new kind of product or service that mainstream customers seldom ﬁnd interesting, often due to an inferior
performance by traditional performance metrics [17]. However,
since disruptive innovations are frequently less expensive than
mainstream products, they can create new markets and attract
mainstream customers as they mature. Examples of disruptive
innovations include the introduction of personal computers, which
has been claimed as the reason for Digital Equipment Corporation’s
‘‘abrupt fall from grace” [17] and for none of the independent diskdrive companies of 1976 existing in 1995 [13]. As many incumbent
companies have lost their leading market position to entrant companies due to disruptive innovations [13], keeping a close eye on
emerging technologies is a key issue for company research and
development. This also places an added burden of sponsoring active
competitive analysis and market needs determination within those
companies competing in rapidly changing technology markets.
A change from one technology to another, where a new technology is studied and adapted in a company context while an old
technology remains in production use, typically results in a discontinuity and redundancy (Fig. 2). It has been estimated that leadership changes hands in approximately seven out of ten cases when
such discontinuities strike [27] and that two thirds of major technological changes in organizations fail, mainly due to change resistance [47].
2.2. Personal and organizational response to change
Systematic study of change since the late 1940s [44] has resulted in numerous change models. Both personal and organizational level change models exist that explain, for example, the
characteristic nature of personal grief [42], workplace morale
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Fig. 3. The Classic Change Curve [66]. The Point of Despair depicts the Death Valley
of Change.

Fig. 2. Technology change leads to a discontinuity (adapted from [27]).

Table 1
Different forms of resistance and the way in which they are manifested [47], as
summarized in [45].
Form of resistance

Manifestation

Confusion
Immediate criticism
Denial
Malicious compliance

Difﬁculty in realizing that change is going to happen
Rejecting change before hearing the details
Refusing to accept that things have changed
Smiling and seeming to go along, only to
demonstrate a lack of compliance later on
Taking actions to inhibit or kill the change
Agreeing with little resistance, without realizing
what is being agreed to
Changing the subject and hoping that it will go away
Complete absence of input, which may be the most
difﬁcult resistance to deal with

Sabotage
Easy agreement
Deﬂection
Silence

[48], and organizational performance [66]. While quite distinct in
their details, all the proposed change models have something in
common: they all depict a transition period falling between two
states of initial and ﬁnal equilibrium [26], a general pattern that
was ﬁrst suggested in the seminal studies of Lewin [44]. Change
resistance has been observed to manifest itself in individual behavior in numerous ways, either consciously or unconsciously [47], as
summarized in Table 1. Change resistance emerges from the fact
that every change also means a loss for somebody, such as an expert’s role in an organization [32].
Organizational performance changes have been described pictorially using the ‘‘Classic Change Curve” (Fig. 3). A single drop in
performance during the transition period characterizes the Classic
Change Curve – a performance dip. In a typical change program,
the performance at the ﬁnal equilibrium state may differ little from
that at the initial equilibrium state, but an effective change program should result in a much better performance than before as
the organization settles into its new way of doing things. Organizational performance is a topic in its own right, as it can refer to
ﬁnancial aspects like proﬁtability or nonﬁnancial aspects like obedience to the law, customer satisfaction, or employee satisfaction
and productivity [4]. These expectations can be set by the environmental stakeholders (customers, owners, and community) as well
as by the process stakeholders (employees and suppliers) [4].
Despite the metrics used, any improvement effort should aim at
a signiﬁcant performance improvement to cover the cost and risk
involved in making the change.
The ease of introducing changes in an organization depends on
what deﬁnes the organizational capabilities. Initially, the

Fig. 4. Technological change framework to classify change types (adapted from
[33]).

organizational capabilities are deﬁned by resources (e.g., people,
equipment, cash, information, and brands), then by articulated
processes and values, and ﬁnally by culture, which means that
employees start to follow the processes and decide priorities by
assumption rather than by conscious choice [17,65]. As long as
the capabilities reside in resources, changing organizational capabilities is relatively easy, but when they reside in processes and
values – and especially in culture – a change can be very difﬁcult
to implement [17].
2.3. Types of technological change
Changes come in many forms and sizes, so a meaningful discussion requires a framework within which the scope and nature of
the change can be understood. Henderson and Clark’s study on
innovations [33] proposes a framework to classify four different
types of technological change, or innovation, based on system
components and their linkage (Fig. 4). In the case where a change
or innovation reinforces the core concepts of the components but
leaves the linkage between the components intact, the change is
considered incremental. A change that overturns the core concepts
at the same time as it modiﬁes the linkage between the components, and the number of components, is considered a radical
change. A change that is limited to the components but overturns
the core concepts is considered a modular change, while a change
that focuses on the linkage between the core concepts and the
components is considered an architectural change.
Henderson and Clark [33] demonstrate the relevance of architectural innovations by describing how they can destroy the usefulness of an organization’s architectural knowledge. Their study
looks at three episodes in the semiconductor photolithographic
alignment equipment industry and concludes that, in each case,
the organization’s dramatic loss of market share resulted at least
partly from a failure to respond to architectural innovation effectively. Christensen’s studies in component technology [15] and
architectural innovations [16] report similar ﬁndings in the disk
drive industry.
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3. Research method
The longitudinal case study reported in this paper provides a
single thread analysis of the events in one company, Agricultural
Data Processing Centre Ltd. (ADPC) of Finland, from 1998 to
2008. The study started from the observation that the company
proﬁts for the given period resembled the typical change curve often presented in the literature. A closer literature survey on the
subject uncovered the Elrod and Tippett [26] article on change
models, which then formed the scientiﬁc basis of the present
study. Realizing the limited prior research on change and change
resistance in software engineering, the idea of undertaking a
descriptive case study [76] of a radical technology change in the
software domain emerged, with the overall goal to validate the
Classic Change Curve in software engineering empirically.
However, rather than just conﬁrming the trajectory of a typical
change project unfolding, we also wanted to understand the reasons behind it, which led to the explanatory elements of the study
[76]. The study was therefore designed to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the reasons that initiate technology change?
2. How does a software technology change project unfold?
3. What factors affect the change project unfolding?
The study included multiple units of analysis and employed a
number of data collection methods. The primary unit of the analysis was the technology changes, focusing on the technical infrastructure, but organizational and management aspects evolved as
equally important parts of the analysis, along with people and performance measurements. The data collection of the study started
as part of an earlier research project in which the ADPC Corporate
Vice President summarized the technology change project to the
ﬁrst author of this paper. This led to a review of the ADPC annual
reports for 1997 through 2008, and resulted in the formation of
the initial ADPC change curve and timeline. These two artifacts
were further developed, with the participation of the Corporate
Vice President, and published previously as phase one of the study
[52].
The second phase of the study set out to ﬁnd answers to the
above mentioned research questions. All the research questions
were addressed in the interviews with company personnel, to
identify possible omissions and biases in the collected data, and
to conﬁrm a correct understanding and interpretation of the data.
Five interviews were conducted with the company Managing
Director, Corporate Vice President, the mainframe system manager, and two software specialists, one in the mainframe environment and one in the network server environment. The interview
approach has been used previously and with success in critical success factor studies [e.g., 35,50,60] and, in the present study, the approach was selected to get different organizational viewpoints on
the topics of interest. The focused interviews [76] were conducted
during 1 day, lasted between 1 and 2 h, and followed the same protocol. This comprised of an explanation of the interview goals, noting the option to turn off the audio recorder, and an explanation of
the role of the interviewee at ADPC before, during, and after the
change project. The interviews focused on three issues, reﬂecting
the research questions: the project start-up decision, the project
unfolding, and the factors that affected both the initial decision
and the unfolding process. All the interviewees were asked general
questions about what initiated the change project, how the project
was managed, and what kind of problems they observed during the
project. However, many questions were also speciﬁc to different
stakeholders as, for example, the software specialists provided
insight into the daily software development practice while the
Managing Director elaborated on the customer and owner relation-
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ships. Finally, the interview protocol included context free [29] and
open-ended questions so that the interviewees were able to raise
any issues that they considered important. The ﬁve interview responses converged on the main questions and, since no new major
issues were raised, no further interviews were conducted. All the
interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and analyzed with
the ATLAS.ti [67] application.
The data gathered from the interviews were complemented
with documents from the interviewees’ personal archives and
company databases, as well as with numerous discussions with
the Corporate Vice President. Materials from the personal archives
included documents on previous organizational structures within
the company, process and guideline development activities, database conversion records, and a proposed list of changes required
to get the change project under control. The company databases,
on the other hand, proved invaluable in tracking the company performance over time. All these data were analyzed, and ensuring
their observation from multiple data sources validated the ﬁndings. A literature study was also conducted to conﬁrm the general
relevance of the study ﬁndings. Finally, the manuscript was reviewed and validated by the Corporate Vice President, who is also
a coauthor of this paper.
The threats to validity [76] for this case study have been mitigated via the following tactics. First, construct validity has been addressed by using multiple sources of evidence for our analyses, by
establishing chains of evidence, and by having a key stakeholder
from the company review the present paper. Second, internal
validity has been addressed by looking for similar patterns in different data sets and building rival explanations. The interviewees
were used to validate the explanations developed during the review of the annual reports, and the interview transcripts validated
many events identiﬁed in other interviews. Third, external validity
or the generalizability of the study results has been explored by
comparing the ﬁndings with existing literature and by noting that
the goal of the present study was to validate previously established
frameworks in a new domain, most notably the model of the Classic Change Curve. Finally, the reliability of the study has been addressed by, for example, documenting the interview questions
and the data sources used, and by using pro forma annual reports
as the basis of the study.
4. Case study
The software technology change project at the Agricultural Data
Processing Centre Ltd. (ADPC) of Finland started at the end of 1998
and was scheduled to ﬁnish by the end of 2001. However, it incurred delays and so continued until 2004. The case study covers
this entire period and also covers the subsequent sustained process
improvement period, a phase triggered by the change project and
which continued until the end of 2008, thereby covering a decade
of changes at ADPC.
4.1. Background for the technology change
ADPC was formally established in 1986 out of the IT department
of the National Insemination Association of Finland. The Association had purchased its ﬁrst IBM punch card computer in 1958,
which was followed by an IBM 1401 in 1965, and then an IBM
360/30 in 1968. In the mid 1980s, ADPC moved from an IBM
4341 to IBM clones and, as they moved into the 1990s, they were
using IBM 9021 compatible hardware with the IBM VSE and VM
operating systems. Regular maintenance operations were
performed until 1998, as the computing power increased and the
memory storage techniques improved, but the data collected since
the 1950s and the applications developed since the 1960s
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remained a central part of the system as the millennium approached. The most substantive prior changes to the system had
been the introduction of terminal connections in the early 1980s
along with the adoption of the VM operating system, and the move
from ﬁle-based data storage to a Datacom database in 1991. In
1998, ADPC had 44 employees, 20 of whom were responsible for
developing and maintaining the applications that accessed and
modiﬁed the company’s data in the single database.
At this time in 1998, ADPC was owned by seven companies and
by associations representing farmers. The customers included all
the owners, along with other organizations such as the public
administration that maintained the national primary production
registers that contained information for all the bovine, pigs, and
lambs in Finland. The European Union requires that each member
nation maintains a national cattle register to be able to identify,
register, and track all the major events in the lives of all bovine animals before they are slaughtered. In Finland, such a register was
developed by ADPC and put into national use in 1995 as a ﬁrst of
its kind in the whole of the European Union. The farmers were
responsible for reporting all the key events to the registers, data
that are then used by breeding and dairy specialists in advising
the farmers. Overall, ADPC was operating in a co-operative manner,
meaning that it was not expected to maximize proﬁt but rather to
service all its customers proﬁtably.
During the 1990s, ADPC faced increasing requests for new functionality for their system, including Internet connectivity and
usability improvements. Implementing such changes proved a
challenge, as can be typical for a legacy information system [14].
Software development tasks were undertaken by individual developers at ADPC, as a lack of development standards in the company
and minimal documentation made it difﬁcult to collaborate.
Recruiting new people and outsourcing development also proved
problematic due to a lack of necessary competence in the mainframe environment and in the High Level Assembler (HLASM) language used by the company. The company’s software development
ecosystem had effectively reached an equilibrium, one that it tried
to maintain by resisting changes [65].
In 1998, everyone at ADPC agreed that the IBM 9021 clone
being used was outdated and needed replacement. Since the mainframe alternative proved not to be ﬁnancially viable, a decision to
change to a Microsoft NT-based network server system was made.
The technology change project had four goals: (1) to redevelop the
system in a new technical environment; (2) to replace the individual-centric development practices by organization-centric ones;
(3) to improve the system usability and functionality; and (4) to reduce the system operating costs.

4.2. The change project
The technology change decision was made at the end of 1998
based on the Managing Director’s estimate that the system rewrite
would take 3 years and be a 20–25-person year effort. The start of
the change project was marked by the introduction of a new project
organization, and the Managing Director assumed the role of overall project manager while the Corporate Vice President focused on
the existing business and customers. This organization was based
on three technology groups to focus on statistical, system, and NT
technology development respectively. Each group reported to the
Managing Director (Fig. 5). The NT group was responsible for the
new system development and was led by a Software Development
Manager. Since ADPC had no prior experience of the target platform
and of projects of this size, the Board of Directors retained the services of a Management Consultant. The actual system development
was carried out as ﬁve subprojects that focused on customer sectors
and applications. The subprojects were tracked and coordinated by
the Managing Director together with the Management Consultant
in monthly meetings. The Software Development Manager ran the
most important subproject, the cattle register project, while newly
hired application domain specialists ran the other four subprojects.
The new system was developed primarily by newly hired developers, though external experts were contracted to develop some
key components of the system to speed up the development process, like the TCP/IP based communications between the server
and the client applications. A third developer group, the original
system developers, was given the responsibility to design the
new system and to advise the others in its implementation, and
they formed a separate system development group that also assumed the mainframe system maintenance duties. To address
the apparent skill shortage in both project management practices
and the new development tools, a training program was offered
to all project members. The key events of the technology change
project and the following sustained process improvement phase,
overall a 10-year period, are summarized in Fig. 6.
The Windows 2000 platform was released in early 1999 and
ADPC changed the target environment accordingly. In mid-2000,
the Software Development Manager resigned. The Managing Director subsequently assumed the cattle register subproject leadership,
while a newly hired developer took over the Software Development Manager’s prior duties. Standards for version management
and coding guidelines were developed in the fall of 2000 and, in
the spring of 2001, the quality of the developed components became an issue. This issue was ﬁrst tackled by establishing a test
competence center to acquire tools, practices, and knowledge in

Fig. 5. The ADPC software development organization at the beginning of the change project.
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Fig. 6. The major changes at ADPC between the end of 1998 and 2008, chronologically ordered with activity change areas of events and issues, technical infrastructure
changes, competence development, and organizational and management changes.

the company. The inevitable increase in the testing effort was balanced by acquiring test automation tools and a test consultant was
hired to help establish standard testing practices in the company.
The role of testing was formalized in October 2001 by establishing
a separate testing unit.
As the original project deadline approached, the end of 2001, the
customer for the cattle register project became concerned about the
limited progress and arranged for an audit on their subproject. The
audit report raised numerous issues and, to get the subproject back
on track again, the Corporate Vice President replaced the Managing
Director as the subproject manager. The customer accepted a revised project plan with a new completion date in early 2003. Due
to similar problems in other subprojects, the Managing Director resigned in June 2002. The Corporate Vice President assumed the
Managing Director’s role, while the Software Development Manager became the new Corporate Vice President in addition to his
previous duties. The Management Consultant was also replaced
with a full-time senior project manager who began to coordinate
and track the subprojects on a continuous basis. All the leadership
changes, along with the establishment of new and realistic project
plans, served to motivate the original system developers to work
more enthusiastically on the project. At the same time, the new system developers started to get an increasing number of client applications into testing, so the project ﬁnally seemed to progress. The
last of the major setbacks was encountered at the end of 2002 as
the mainframe license contract expired, the 2-month extension
incurring ADPC an extra 300,000 Euro cost.
On April 14th, 2003, the new system was put online, 1 week
after the old system had been taken ofﬂine, and the new system
started serving the customers. As the new system became operational, the development process was ﬁnalized and fully released
in August 2003. Due to severe ﬁnancial problems, ADPC terminated
all outsourcing contracts and introduced a new organizational

structure in October 2003 with 18% fewer personnel. The new organizational structure was comprised of four departments – Software
Development, System Services, Customer Services and Relations,
and Development Projects – as the mainframe development had
ceased and the role of statistical software development was reducing. The technology change project was ﬁnally considered completed in May 2004, since only at this point in time had all the
applications been used and accepted by the users. In addition, the
ﬁrst development tool upgrade to MS-Visual Studio 2003 had been
completed to stay abreast with the latest technology change.
4.3. Sustained process improvement
The completion of the technology change project marked a
move to sustained process improvement at ADPC, where subsequent changes were implemented mostly in a modular manner.
For example, the technical infrastructure (e.g., the development
environment, test tools, and database server) was kept up-to-date
by upgrading to the latest technologies as they became available,
while new tools for tracking the development process and making
effort estimates were developed and adopted as needs arose. ADPC
likewise sustained process improvement by: participating in research projects on business competences, data warehouses, and
process improvement; conducting test process assessment; and
piloting function point analysis methods. All the improvement actions also required an investment in training. After the initial training program at the beginning of the change project, the training
focus moved to internal training sessions on a monthly basis as
the end of the change project approached. After project completion, the training goal was reﬁned to aim at certiﬁcation and, with
the increasing number of developer certiﬁcations, ADPC achieved
Microsoft Gold Certiﬁed Partner status in early 2006. Towards
the end of 2008, a formal competence evaluation and development
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scheme was started in the company. At the same time, the number
of projects was increasing to such an extent that actions were taken to revitalize outsourcing to help resolve resource constraints.
Despite the focus on modular improvements on individual ecosystem elements, architectural changes affecting multiple elements
at the same time have not been avoided entirely as, for example,
problems with implementing the design process improvements
led to organizational changes. The previous Development Projects
department was upgraded to a Research and Development department by moving the application domain specialists from Customer
Services into it in 2007. Since this did not solve all the problems, a
problem analysis was conducted a year later, and a separate design
unit was established with a newly appointed manager and moved
into the Software Development department. This activated the process improvement effort in the design process area of the company
too, as shown in another study [53].
4.4. The technology change project post mortem
ADPC did not do a project post mortem after the technology
change project. Now, a decade after the change project started,
and as the long term impact of the changes are visible to complement the short term ones, a post mortem is a much more pleasant
undertaking. This section examines how the change project unfolded and names the project phases. A closer consideration of
the performance dip and improvement in performance is provided,
and the overall project outcome is discussed.
4.4.1. Change project unfolding
The ADPC technology change project caused numerous changes
that redeﬁned the way ADPC was organized and operated. After the
initial project planning problems were resolved, the project focus
moved to completing the software development project. However,
the change project also started a stream of changes affecting the
whole organizational management. These three problem areas –
project planning, project management, and organizational management – are summarized before the ADPC change project is discussed from the Classic Change Curve point of view.
The project planning problems were due to insufﬁcient planning,
leading to resource problems, hasty decisions, and many changes
during the project itself. The original system developers considered
the plans unrealistic from the very beginning, which resulted in a
change resistance that was manifested by low employee efﬁciency.
The project planning problems ended with the introduction of realistic project plans, and the change resistance was reported to have
diminished with the change in the Managing Director. The lack of a
clear budget, milestones, and plans created a weak basis for the
project management which, together with the lack of systematic
progress tracking, led to excessive costs, delays, and a customer
audit. However, the project management problems were not limited to the planning but also covered system and environmental issues. The original system’s documentation was not up-to-date,
which meant that the new developers had to study an assembly
language that they were not familiar with, which slowed down
the redevelopment effort. Further, developing a new system while
the old one was still in-use led to two parallel systems, two development teams, and increased costs. The environmental factors included, signiﬁcantly, the year 2000 preparations. The attention to
this problem in the software industry and the approaching IT boom
led to a shortage of software developers, which impeded the hiring
of new employees. This necessitated the use of external consultants and increased the development costs. This also slowed down
the development progress. The project management problems
were slowly brought under control after the full-time senior project manager was hired, though they persisted to some extent
within ADPC until the end of the change project.

Fig. 7. The Classic Change Curve with the ADPC technology change project phases,
key events, and problem areas.

Based on the collected data, organizational management had
been neglected at ADPC before the start of the change project.
However, and as a consequence of the change project, it has been
an active area of development within ADPC ever since. From the
beginning of the project, it was evident that ADPC had to pay special attention to the employees’ learning needs, the technical infrastructure, and the organizational and management structures.
Learning new skills is a necessity as new tools, processes, and practices are adopted. At ADPC, the development tools changed roughly
every 3 years, and new tools and processes were adopted as needs
were identiﬁed. The employees were offered a training program at
the beginning of the change project and, after exploration with different training schemes, a company-wide development scheme is
now under construction. The organizational structure was revised
both before and after the change project, and new units and
departments were introduced when needs arose. To make these
new organizational structures operative, the management structures also changed. Many of the larger changes caused ripple effects, as demonstrated by the quality issues that emerged and
were identiﬁed in the post mortem: rewriting all the code led to
the need for extensive testing, something that was not possible
to do with the existing resources, requiring the recruitment of testers. As the number of testers increased, it then became necessary
to establish a separate test unit with its own manager.
The duration of the three main problem areas during the project
– project planning, project management, and organizational management – are shown in the lower part of Fig. 7 to indicate how
they correlate with the Classic Change Curve. The factors affecting
the change project outcome – project planning, change resistance,
project management, system documentation, parallel systems,
environmental issues, learning needs, technical infrastructure,
organizational and management structures, and the ripple effect
– will be discussed in a broader context in Section 5.3 to show that
they are not idiosyncratic to the present study.
The upper part of Fig. 7 shows how the ADPC software technology change project progressed through four phases: start-up, despair, recovery, and improved performance. Even though no exact
transition points can be pinpointed: the transition from the startup to the despair phase started as problems started to emerge;
the transition to the recovery phase took place as the project was
gotten under control; and the recovery phase was closed as the original performance levels were reached. In the ADPC case, the
change project itself was closed as the recovery phase ended, and
the performance improvement only started to show properly after
the ofﬁcial project closure.
4.4.1.1. Start-up phase. The technology change project started with
a performance dip as new skills and tools were acquired and new
frameworks, templates, and practices were developed and adapted
to the company context. The project experienced problems
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associated with low employee efﬁciency and management
changes, problems that deepened the dip to the point where it entered the phase of despair.

MEuro loans it took during the project by 2008, and the equity ratio rose from 63% in 1998 to 71% in 2008, after reaching a low of 8%
in 2003.

4.4.1.2. Despair phase. Despair on the project started to materialize
as the original deadline for the project approached. The slip in the
project schedule was an early sign of the problems and was compounded by the lack of visible project progress. Even though members from the Board of Directors were not interviewed for this
study, it can be assumed that the board members felt some kind
of desperation: ﬁrst, with the outcomes of the customer audit
which impugned the whole change project after 3 years of work;
second, when they learned that the company made 1,017 KEuro
negative result in 2003 when the starting point was 743 KEuro
positive result in 1996 (Section 4.4.2); and third, with the need
to renew the mainframe contracts at the end of 2002, resulting
in an extra 300 KEuro cost.
The despair phase closes with the turning point on the curve,
the Point of Despair, when the performance decline ends and positive events start to increase. In the ADPC case, the change of the
Managing Director represents the Point of Despair. Even though
this action was not the only one, it appears that it was the one that
managed to change the course of the project with the introduction
of realistic project plans and diminishing change resistance as a
result.

4.4.3. Performance improvement
In the ADPC case, the performance improvement expected from
a technology change project is supported by some trend data. The
ADPC market share in Farm Management Software increased from
20% in 1997 to 64% in 2008 (Fig. 9a) while, in the same period, the
proportion of its customers using electronic data channels to report farm data increased from 47% to 80% (Fig. 9b). The transaction
errors caused by errors in the data leveled off at 3.0% for the old
system, while the new system reached a 1.3% level after a temporary increase to 4.1% in 2003 (Fig. 9c). All these data point to a disruptive phase around 2001–2003. The introduction of a database–
based task-tracking system in 2005 made it possible to track task
completion data. These data show how the proportion of tasks
completed on schedule increased from 31% in 2005 to 76% in
2008 (Fig. 9d).
The adoption of a new version control system also made it possible to track the system size. At the system switchover the new
system had 242 K lines of SQL statements and 980 compiled modules. During the ﬁrst year in operation, the SQL lines increased by
32% and the number of modules increased by 41%. Between 2004
and the end of 2008, the total increase was 161% for SQL statements and 183% for compiled modules, with an annual increase
of between 9% to 21% and 11% to 18% respectively. These ﬁgures
do not suggest any clear trends; rather, they reﬂect the prevalent
foci at different times, such as the development environment
change in 2005 leading to less new code, and the unexpected increase in customer projects in 2006 resulting in an increased
amount of new code.

4.4.1.3. Recovery phase. Technically, a clear sign of the transition to
the recovery phase was the appearance of ready-to-test client
applications. Even after the new system was put into operation,
the included applications were only all eventually exercised up
to 1 year later, since some of the functionality was only required
periodically, drawing out the time in this phase.
4.4.1.4. Improved performance phase. After the completion of the
technology change project, changes have continued by focusing
on individual issues one at a time and in an incremental or modular way. Standard documentation practices and a deputy system
have been adopted to avoid reliance on individual developers,
the development tools have been updated as new versions have
been released, novel approaches like function point analysis and
effort estimation have been explored, and emerging issues have
been resolved as they have arisen.
4.4.2. Performance dip
The occurrence of a performance dip in a change project has
been empirically veriﬁed in a team performance study [26]. However, the performance measurement used in that study required
the development of two speciﬁc survey instruments, something
that is not possible in a retrospective case study. Since standard
product and process measurements are still somewhat primitive
in software engineering, we resorted to the annual pro forma
ﬁnancial statements to study ADPC’s performance. As shown in
Fig. 8, the net result resembles the Classic Change Curve (Fig. 3)
with a performance dip and recovery to the original level. At ADPC,
the technology change project was the only major project conducted during this period, aside from the year 2000 preparations,
so based on our interviews the performance dip was attributed
predominantly to the change project. The quick ﬁnancial recovery
supports this view as it took place as a result of closing the consultancy and mainframe contracts and of the company downsizing in
2003. These items of expenditure caused ADPC ca. 1 MEuro, 0.5
MEuro, and 0.5 MEuro extra costs respectively in 2003, which explains a large part of the 1.8 MEuro increase in net result in 2004.
Due to the co-operative origins of the company, it has not aimed at
increased proﬁt but in re-establishing the original proﬁt levels as
shown after the project closing. ADPC also reimbursed the 2.8

4.4.4. Technology change project outcome
The primary reason for the ADPC technology change was the desire to stay in business by switching to an up-to-date technical
environment. ADPC managed to do this and also achieved the stated goals of the change project. First, the technical environment
was brought up-to-date and, to avoid similar situations in the future, an alert technology switching strategy was adopted. Second,
the individual-centric approach to software development was replaced by an organization-centric approach, an approach where
knowledge is shared through standardized practices and named
deputies. The creation of a competence improvement scheme demonstrates the focus on personnel improvement that is now present
within ADPC. Third, the customers have been offered better services both in the terms of product features and development processes, which have become possible through the use of the latest
technological innovations. Fourth, a more cost efﬁcient operating
environment has been established. The changes started to pay off
with the shutdown of the mainframe system and the stabilization
of the new system half a year after the switchover. Overall, the
beneﬁts of the changes have been realized slowly, as positive
trends on each of the technical, organizational, and ﬁnancial fronts
show.
The changes have also raised critical voices. For example, the
cost efﬁciency of the current practices has been debated since
the proﬁt level is about the same as 10 years ago, even though
the net sales have increased by 30%, and the personnel have increased by 60% in the same period. Also, maintaining the network
server system with tens of servers like email, database, web, and
name servers along with ﬁrewalls and backup servers has proven
a challenge for maintenance. In particular, version changes tend
to cause ripple effects throughout the other servers, and so the
count of maintenance personnel and the required associated competences are now increasing.
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sales increased during the period mainly due to increased prices.
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Fig. 9. ADPC performance indicator trends suggest improved performance: (a) increased market share while the market receded from 36,000 to 17,000 farmers (only
biannual data was available prior to 2003); (b) increased customer use of electronic services; (c) reduced transaction errors; and (d) improved effort estimation after the
introduction of tool support in 2005 (no data was available prior to 2005).

5. Discussion

5.1. What are the reasons that initiate technology change?

The previous section presented our case study ﬁndings. In Sections 5.1–5.3, the three research questions are re-examined and
discussed, based upon these ﬁndings, and further elaborated with
supporting literature:

At ADPC, the software technology change was initiated due to
reaching the limits of the technologies in current use (Fig. 1). The
hardware had become old and needed replacement, the mainframe
technology was expensive to maintain, and the individual-centric
development practices were found risky for the company. A technology change leads to a discontinuity (Fig. 2) as the new technology is adopted and adapted to the company context, and as the
skills required to use it are learned. We approached this discontinuity from the Classic Change Curve point of view (Fig. 3), which
the ADPC change project followed in principle, barely avoiding
the Death Valley of Change. After the system switchover, ADPC

1. What are the reasons that initiate technology change?
2. How does a software technology change project unfold?
3. What factors affect the change project unfolding?
The discussion also includes the lessons learned from the study
(Section 5.4) and the limitations of the study (Section 5.5).
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adapted to the new situation through organizational restructuring
and downsizing, which started the ﬁnancial recovery. The closure
of the change project also marked the company’s return to the
technology S-curve after the discontinuity, and ADPC has continued to see steady improvement thereafter on each of the technical,
ﬁnancial, and organizational fronts. Technological changes have
not been avoided since the change project completed, but their impact has been kept manageable by increasing their frequency, and
changes have been implemented as incremental or modular ones
(Fig. 4) whenever possible.
Before the change project, ADPC implemented larger changes to
the system roughly once every 10 years (Section 4.1) but, with the
introduction of the new system, the change period has been reduced to about once every 2–3 years (Fig. 6). After the system
switchover, the development environment was upgraded in
2003, 2005, and 2008, and the database server was upgraded in
2006 and 2008. Testing tools have been developed alongside the
development tools, and design function improvements have focused on organizational and process issues so far. Based on the
interviews at ADPC, there is a consensus that the company needs
to follow an alert technology switching strategy, and technologies
are now changed in small projects whenever they are deemed
worthwhile and where the production works allow. New technologies are also researched and tracked in an active manner, and
experiments are conducted to learn more about them before any
adoption decisions are made, as demonstrated with the staged
adoption of processes, the effort estimation tool, and the function
point analysis.
The frequency of technology change has been reported to vary
between companies, just like the performance gained after the
change. For example, Christensen [15] reports that some late technology changing companies achieved over seven times the
improvement in performance with the recording density of magnetic disks than those who changed early. Christensen explains
the performance improvement by modular innovations, or
changes, that companies implemented in their systems. Christensen also notes that in ﬁve of the seven architecturally deﬁned product generations between 1960 and 1990 in this sector, entrant
companies led the changes, and explains this by architectural
changes in the product combined with market innovations [16].
Christensen’s later studies have led to the notion of disruptive
innovations that are often cheaper than mainstream products but
that can create new markets and attract mainstream customers
as they mature. The Internet is a disruptive innovation that has
redeﬁned many business processes, including the ones used by
ADPC, and a delayed move to Internet-based applications could
well have given the competition an attacker’s advantage [27].
Even though much changed during the ADPC change project,
two things remained the same: the need for competent software
developers and continuity in the customer support personnel. This
latter aspect was considered especially important at the time of the
system switchover since, despite all the changes, the customers
could still talk with the same people they were used to dealing
with.
5.2. How does a software technology change project unfold?
The ADPC software technology change project started with an
initial performance dip that was followed by a performance recovery reaching roughly the original performance level (Section 4.4).
In the absence of comparable performance data for the whole
study period, a signiﬁcantly improved performance cannot be
shown, even though the gathered data supports this perception.
Overall, the observed performance changes provide an empirical
validation of the key characteristic of the Classic Change Curve,
with the initial performance decline and the ultimate performance
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improvement, in a software technology change project. The continued analysis of the case study revealed the four phases of the Classic Change Curve – the start-up, despair, recovery, and improved
performance phases – which provide a simple answer to the second research question about software technology change project
unfolding. However, to better understand the reasons for the performance dip and the problems of showing performance improvement, a closer look at the literature is needed.
The performance dip has both essential and accidental reasons.
The essential reasons derive from the effort required by the typical
innovation decision process with the following stages [61]:
1. Knowledge: the adopter (an individual or other decision-making
unit) is exposed to an innovation’s existence and gains some
understanding of how it functions.
2. Persuasion: the adopter forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation.
3. Decision: the adopter engages in activities that lead to a choice
to adopt or reject the innovation.
4. Implementation: the adopter puts an innovation into use.
5. Conﬁrmation: the adopter seeks for reinforcement of an innovation decision already made, or reverses a previous decision to
adopt or reject the innovation if exposed to conﬂicting messages about the innovation.
The actual implementation of an innovation, or the making of a
change, involves training and adapting the innovation in the company context, which may require more resources than acquiring
the innovation in the ﬁrst place [51]. In the present radical technology change case study, an extensive training program was needed
and all the technical infrastructure, processes, guidelines, frameworks, and templates had to be developed. The accidental reasons,
on the other hand, are basically avoidable. In the case study, idiosyncratic problems like project preparation and management,
change resistance, and starting the project at same time as the year
2000 changes and IT boom further deepened the performance dip.
The role of change resistance in the case study appears important
but, due to the retrospective nature of the study, its accurate extent
has been difﬁcult to estimate. It is evident though that the change
had both winners and losers, as the technical environment changed along with most of the developers, and motivating the original
system developers in the project initially failed. We discuss the
change resistance further in Section 5.3.
A change project should aim at achieving a signiﬁcant performance improvement. An easy way to show performance improvement is to rely on qualitative data, like expert interviews. Even
though this option was used in the present study, more objective
quantitative data was also sought. In the absence of systematic
data collection, however, it is difﬁcult to compare the situation
before and after a change since so many things can change and impact the change. In the present study, no baseline data had been
collected before the change project started but, due to the size of
the project and its strategic role within the company, evidence of
the project was visible in the company’s ﬁnancial data, and in further data on the employee count, organizational and management
structure, technical infrastructure, market penetration, and
customer base. It was therefore possible to develop trend data to
describe the company progress over time in these various dimensions. The move to the new technical infrastructure then provided
increasing insight into the company operations, as data on task
completion and system size became available, for example.
Performance measurement is not a new problem, and some
software process improvement studies have reported return on
investment (ROI) ﬁgures. For example, van Solingen [73] summarizes ROI ﬁgures for ﬁfteen studies ranging from 1.5 to 19 with
an average of 7, while Jones [37] reports to have observed a ROI
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between 3 and 30. Changes are much easier to justify with ﬁgures
like ROI than with the positive trends reported in the present
study. The need for clear performance improvement and ROI measures is evident as the changes often involve tangible costs and
risks, like the estimated two thirds failure rate for major technology change projects [47] and leadership changing hands in seven
out of ten cases [27].
5.3. What factors affect the change project unfolding?
Section 4.4.1 summarized 10 factors that were found important
in the ADPC change project: project planning, change resistance,
project management, system documentation, parallel systems,
environmental issues, learning needs, technical infrastructure,
organizational and management structures, and the ripple effect.
In Section 5.3.1, these factors are discussed to conﬁrm their relevance outside the speciﬁcs of this present study, and a summary
of the factors is presented in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1. Discussion on the observed factors
5.3.1.1. Project planning. The importance of project planning was
summarized by the ADPC Corporate Vice President in the interviews as follows: ‘‘If we would have understood the whole project
better, we could have done many things a lot better – for example,
the phasing of the work.” This problem sounds familiar to anyone
who has participated in a project with insufﬁcient project planning, and the problem can also be found in the literature, reported
as a lack of planning [62,70], or simply as problems with planning
and estimation [12,41,62]. In general, problems with project planning are often discussed under project management topics in the
literature (see below).
5.3.1.2. Change resistance. Due to the post mortem nature of the
ADPC case study we have only anecdotal evidence of change resistance and the role of developer motivation with respect to the project’s progress. During the change project, the company appeared
to operate like an initial-level company in the maturity of its practices, with project management problems rife and the reliance on
individuals evident, as highlighted in the interviews with the key
people involved. For example, the interviewees reported that
‘‘the resignation of the Managing Director improved the working
atmosphere”, ‘‘the hiring of the new project manager shaped up
the project”, and ‘‘one original developer committed to the change
project and started working which also started progressing the
project”. These comments suggest that the developer motivation
affected the project progress considerably, which aligns with previous studies that report on how motivation affects project productivity [57], software quality [11], the project’s overall success [28],
and timely delivery with adherence to budget [31]. The studies of
developer motivators on software process improvement efforts report factors like visible successes, available resources, top–down
commitment, and bottom–up initiatives [5], while the top three
de-motivators have been reported to be the lack of resources, increased workload, and the lack of management direction/commitment [49], as well as time pressure/constraints, and inertia
(resistance to new practices) [6]. Many of these factors were also
observed in the case study in ways that thus inhibited progress.
The passive change resistance reported as most common at ADPC
has been studied closely by Sandberg and Mathiassen [63]. Their
report described the typical actions used by managers and senior
engineers within Ericsson to slow down software process improvement efforts, including: they did not come to meetings – ‘‘don’t
show up”; ‘‘answer late”; answer ‘‘great, but not now”; and ‘‘say
nothing.” Since change resistance at ADPC arose mainly from the
original system developers, the forms of resistance appear a bit different, but behaviors similar to those presented in Table 1 were

exhibited. Despite the change resistance during the project, the
ADPC employees reported generally high satisfaction levels in their
employee surveys undertaken after the project. The long 10.7-year
average length of employment at ADPC, with a standard deviation
of half a year, further supports the generally positive working
atmosphere.
During the mainframe era, the organizational culture at ADPC
revolved around a few star programmers who did most of the technical work in the company, supplemented by a couple of other programmers. These star programmers deﬁned what was done and
how, thereby characterizing the company culture as ‘‘the way we
do things around here” [23]. Even though the change project tried
to break free from the hero and individual-centric culture, the
change project still created its own success stories and heroes.
One apparent reason for this is the inherent difﬁculty of changing
a culture. Deal and Kennedy [23] note that: ‘‘. . .we came to recognize that culture is the barrier to change. The stronger the culture,
the harder it is to change”, which ﬁts well with Christensen and
Overdorf’s [17] claim that capabilities residing in culture are the
hardest ones to change. ADPC, however, managed to instill the seed
of an organization-centric culture during the change project, and
further raised its role through processes, documents, and the
adopted practices after the project was completed. This is noted
in the interviews: ‘‘The biggest cultural change was the move from
individual centric working to team based working.” Another quote
from the interviews also reﬂects the cultural changes in the company: ‘‘Earlier we just started projects – now they are also completed.” The problems ADPC faced in starting the software
process improvement actions have also been observed in other
companies and, for example, Christiansen and Johansen [18] describe the ImprovAbility model that projects can use to identify
areas that need attention to increase the likelihood of improvement success. The model consists of 20 parameters forming four
groups – foundation, initiation, project, and in-use parameters –
that include issues like organizational culture, sensing the urgency
for the change, available competences, as well as the deﬁnition and
enactment of roles and responsibilities.
Implementing a change in an organization effectively is not only
a technical matter but also involves leadership and vision –
‘‘Change is one initiative you just can’t delegate” [66]. In the ADPC
case, a lack of technical leadership in the target technologies was
evident, but a clear vision of the company after the changes was
missing. In the interviews this was noted as one of the largest project risks: ‘‘The biggest uncertainty [in the project] was the conﬂict
between the illusions of the previous Managing Director and the
reality.”
5.3.1.3. Project management. Insufﬁcient project planning provided
a weak basis for the ADPC project and things started looking better
only after realistic project plans were introduced and a full time
manager was hired to manage the project. It is not a coincidence
that project management is a regular topic in software project risk
lists. Typical project management problems include scope changes
[39,62], lack of resources [62,70], and inadequate or missing project management methodology [41]. These issues also arose in
the case study, aligning with most of the nine project management
process areas: integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human resources, communication, risk, and procurement management
[58]. The role of basic project management practices is also exempliﬁed in the Capability Maturity Model, where a move from an initial – chaotic – level of process maturity requires the establishment
of project and requirements management practices [55]. However,
even if all of the basic project management practices had been
implemented by ADPC, it is likely that similar problems would still
have occurred given that the project was unique in the company:
the extraordinary 120 person year size of the project, along with
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the change to totally new hardware and software technologies at
the same time as the development practices and most of the staff
were changing. Sauer et al. [64] report a signiﬁcantly increased
project risk with increasing project size when measured by effort,
duration, and team size as well as by changes in project manager
and sponsor, schedule, budget, and scope. Looking back at the
ADPC project, external help could have assisted the company, as
has been reported in other software process improvement efforts
in small organizations [e.g., 21,38]. However, this kind of runaway
project, exceeding the original schedules and/or budgets by at least
30% [41], are not rare in the software industry [30,41,70], even
though Glass [30] notes an increasing reluctance among companies
to discuss them openly.
5.3.1.4. System documentation. While ADPC acquired its ﬁrst stored
mass-memory computer in 1968, the system included data from
the 1950s, so by 1998 the system had accumulated application
complexity from over 30 years and data complexity from over
40 years. Based on the interviews, the system documentation
was not up-to-date when the change project started and database
analysis revealed that some data ﬁelds had been used for different
purposes at different times to save programming effort. The ADPC
system is a classic legacy information system as the introduction of
the IBM System/360 in 1964 subsequently made it possible to run
applications on all the operating systems of this family [34]. Hopkins and Jenkins [34] call the redevelopment of such old legacy systems Brownﬁeld projects, as the systems are often contaminated by
complexity. A key issue with Brownﬁeld projects is the systems
analysis, as the systems tend to have far more constraints than
requirements. As an example, Hopkins and Jenkins [34] note a project in which the functional requirements comprised 250 pages,
the non-functional requirements comprised 80 pages, and each
of the 250 interfaces had 40 pages of constraints, totaling about
10,000 pages in all. Since the ADPC case matches the Hopkins
and Jenkins [34] description of legacy systems in general, the outdated system documentation can be assumed to have had a detrimental effect on the system redevelopment.
5.3.1.5. Parallel systems. ADPC decided to develop the new system
from scratch and kept the old system up and running until the
new system was found stable enough to switch off the old system.
This strategy required two parallel development personnel and incurred double the system costs. There were not too many alternatives to doing things this way, since all the data had to be
transferred from the old system to the new one, and the system
service break had to be minimized. In the literature, numerous systematic legacy information system migration strategies can be
found [e.g., 9,14,20,22,69], as can a taxonomy of strategies [10].
Based on the Bisbal et al. [10] taxonomy, the ADPC redevelopment
approach was a revolutionary one as the new system was developed from scratch using a new hardware and development
environment.
The standard advice on process improvement and large system
redevelopment projects is to avoid revolutionary approaches and
implement the changes incrementally [e.g., 9], even though it has
been noted that the incremental migration of a legacy information
system may actually increase the overall project risk [10]. In the
ADPC case, an incremental approach was subject to practical problems. ADPC moved to the Datacom relational database in 1991 and,
as technology change became topical, it was realized that the database communicated only with the associated CASE tool and the
interfaces that ADPC had custom developed for the HLASM
assembly language that they used. An incremental transition was
available through the DB2 database, but this option was not viable
ﬁnancially. Thus, with the available knowledge and resources, an
incremental technology transition from the mainframe to a
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network server environment was not possible. Another option for
incremental change would have been to ﬁrst change the technology and focus on improving the development practices later. However, the individual-based practices seemed inappropriate for
undertaking a major system redevelopment effort company-wide.
Reversing the order of the changes was likewise not reasonable, as
the technology change was used as the motivation for the need to
change the practices. It can be speculated that the development of
a feasible incremental improvement plan should have been possible but, based on the available information, the organization appeared to have neither the motivation nor the skills to do this at
the time.
5.3.1.6. Environmental factors. ADPC made the system redevelopment decision in 1998 when, based on the conducted interviews,
the system was already quickly approaching the end of its lifecycle
and postponing the renewal was not a realistic option. However,
the late 1990s were a busy time in the software industry as companies were addressing the year 2000 problem, and the IT boom
was fast approaching. It has been reported that the investment of
American companies in information technology jumped more than
fourfold between 1995 and 1999, and outlays were thus rising
briskly at the time [54]. The ﬁrst major outsourcing contract in IT
is reported to have been made in 1989 with the effect of legitimatizing outsourcing [24], and it was later reported that one of the
key reasons for outsourcing was the increased labor costs of permanent hiring [68]. The IT boom attracted many competent developers to the extent that less attractive companies had problems
recruiting and external consultants had to be used instead. Since
local consultants tend to be more expensive than one’s own
employees, offshore and more recently nearshore companies have
been used to provide external consultancy due to the lower labor
costs [40]. After ADPC had started the project, it had little other
alternative but to adapt to the prevailing environmental factors,
and to use the local and nearshore consultants to get the development resources that they needed.
5.3.1.7. Learning needs. The lack of the required technical competences slowed down the change project in many ways at ADPC.
First, the adopted technologies – development tools, languages,
practices, etc. – were new to the company. Second, the original system developers’ participation in the project was limited in the
start-up phase and the newly hired developers had to interpret
the assembly code before they could develop the new system. To
reduce this need for reengineering, much of the new system speciﬁcations were redeveloped from scratch based on the old database
structures and user interfaces. Third, application domain specialists were hired to operate as project managers for the application
redevelopment subprojects with speciﬁcation duties. It seems evident though that the lack of software project management experience made these hires ill-suited for the tasks at hand. The lack of
required competences within ADPC was demonstrated by one of
the interviewees who noted that when they requested help they
were told to contact external consultants. The absence of appropriate competences in a technology change project is not uncommon
[e.g., 30,41,59], and external specialists can be used temporarily to
address the shortages while implementing change and improvements [38,72,74]. However, training one’s own specialists is important in the longer-term, and ADPC did succeed in establishing
company expertise in software development over time.
5.3.1.8. Technical infrastructure, organizational and management
structures, and the ripple effect. In the ADPC case study, changes
were observed both in the technical infrastructure and organizational and management structures. In many cases, the changes
started from the technical infrastructure but, to institutionalize
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the changes, organizational changes were also required. This is
well demonstrated by the test improvement effort in which a
new organizational unit and manager position had to be established before the test function improvement was properly operationalized. This ripple effect is caused by architectural changes
(Fig. 4) that change the linkage between the core concepts of the
system; to keep the system balanced, all the connected elements
have to adapt to the new situation, which may cause further
ripples.
The importance of a systemic approach to software process
improvement has been noted in various studies. For example, Perry
et al. [56] believe that getting a complete picture of the development process requires the study of organization, process, and technology, while Mathiassen et al.’s [46] study elaborates the four
organizational elements that must be changed to achieve lasting
effects based on change management theory [3]: process, organizational structure, people, and management. Finally, Zahran [77] provides a deﬁnition for software process infrastructure consisting of
an organizational and management infrastructure together with a
technical infrastructure, and all these aspects can be observed also
in the present study. The fact that ADPC had to tackle organizational issues to solve technical ones complements the Beecham
et al. [7] ﬁnding that low maturity companies are more concerned
with technical project problems like documentation, timescales,
tools, and technology, while higher maturity companies are more
concerned with fundamental organizational problems.
5.3.2. Summary of the factors
Table 2 summarizes the 10 factors affecting the ADPC performance in the change project. All the factors were discussed in
the interviews. The following factors were also identiﬁed in the
company documents that were collected and analyzed: project
planning, project management, parallel systems, environmental
factors, learning needs, technical infrastructure, and organizational
and management structures. The remaining factors were not readily identiﬁed in the documents: change resistance, system documentation, and the ripple effect.
5.4. Lessons learned
Section 2 introduced the three frameworks that were used in
the study: the technology S-curve, the Classic Change Curve, and
the technological change framework. This section summarizes
the key lessons learned from the use of these frameworks.
The technology S-curve depicts the performance improvement
of a single technology during its lifetime (Fig. 1). The performance
improvement is initially slow as essential learning takes place and,
after a period of steady improvement, the improvement rate slows
down as a limit of the technology approaches. The technology
S-curve presents two practical questions for technology adopters
and users: do you have the resources required for the learning
phase; and do you know the limits of your technology?
The Classic Change Curve (Fig. 3) focuses on the discontinuity
experienced when a technology switch occurs (Fig. 2). The new
technology is in the learning phase at the same time as the old
technology is still being used, and the organization needs to adapt
to the changes required to transition to the new technology. The
start-up phase of a change project results in an unavoidable performance dip caused by the essential learning and adaptations that
are required, but numerous factors can further deepen the dip into
the phase of despair. However, as the performance decline ends,
either with or without the phase of despair, the recovery phase
starts and continues until the original performance is achieved.
Only after the transition into the improved performance phase
can a change project achieve its fundamental goal – a much better
performance than before. The Classic Change Curve presents two

practical questions for organizations contemplating a change project: can you afford the performance dip; and can you show a performance improvement that justiﬁes all the costs and risks of the
change project? It should also be kept in mind that a project that
manages to keep to realistic plans and milestones has no reason
to enter the phase of despair, and a project can exit from the phase
of despair when the project catches up with or changes the plans
and expectations.
The technological change framework deﬁnes four types of
changes, organized as a two by two grid (Fig. 4). Incremental
changes reinforce the core concepts without affecting the linkage
between them, while modular changes overturn the core concepts
but leave the linkage intact. Architectural changes also reinforce
the core concepts but modify the linkage, while radical changes
overturn the core concepts at the same time as the linkage is modiﬁed. Consequently, the incremental and modular changes affect
only the elements that are modiﬁed, while architectural and radical changes require adaptations in the whole system. Henderson
and Clark study [33] show how architectural changes in technology
can destroy the usefulness of the architectural knowledge in an
organization. Since architectural knowledge is often embedded in
the structure and information-processing procedures of an organization, an architectural change that is made without consideration
of its impact on the whole system can lead to a severe ripple effect
affecting the whole organization. Thus the technological change
framework leads to two practical questions for organizations contemplating a change project: do you understand the type of the
change you are about to initiate; and do you understand how it affects the project and the organization?
ADPC has not deﬁned any explicit policies or strategies to tackle
the issues suggested by these frameworks. However, a study of the
changes that occurred both during and after the change project
(Fig. 6), alongside data gathered from the conducted interviews
and observations made during the company visits, indicate cultural
changes (Section 4.1). In particular, new technologies are now
introduced regularly within ADPC, but in a controlled way, and
personnel development and training are also constant activities.
Rather than exploring the limits of the used technologies explicitly,
the beneﬁts of new technologies are evaluated and adoption decisions are taken based on the beneﬁts. Care is also being taken so
that the adopted tools and versions offer a transition potential to
avoid the need for potentially risky migrations and projects akin
to a deep change curve later. Overall, the ADPC focus is now clearly
on incremental and modular changes, but radical changes are not
avoided entirely, as demonstrated by the appointment of the
new design manager to the design unit, moving the unit from
one department to another, and starting design process improvement activities at the same time. However, this change was preceded by a 4-month problem analysis phase during which three
workshops were organized and participation involved representatives from all the affected departments. The ﬁnal decision was only
made after all the stakeholders had commented on the proposed
solution.
Finally, the conduct of the study uncovered two new improvement areas for ADPC. First, the company performance tracking
did not serve the needs of the study. The customer satisfaction
with the company was not tracked and, considering the co-operative nature of the company, this would seem to make sense to do.
Second, ADPC does not yet conduct project post mortems in a systematic way, even though these are accepted as ‘‘a simple and
practical method for organizational learning” [25].
5.5. Limitations of the study
The main limitation of the present study is the fact that many of
the initial events took place over 11 years ago and thus some
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Table 2
Factors impacting ADPC’s performance during the technology change project. The ADPC Actions and Outcomes columns provide example events from the project.
Factor

Role in a technology change

ADPC actions

Outcomes

Project planning

Project feasibility is studied to explore
alternative solutions, costs, and schedules.
Project plans are developed together with all
the project stakeholders to establish a shared
understanding of the project

Top management decided to start the project
without an initial feasibility study and a
properly documented or realistic project
plan. The original developer opinions were
ignored in the published plans

Unrealistic expectations led to resource
shortage, hasty actions, and many changes
that prevented plan driven development.
Ignoring the original developer opinions led
to change resistance (see below)

Change resistance

Change resistance can vary from passive
silence to active project sabotage, as per
Table 1, but any form of change resistance
can slow down a project

The original developers found the proposed
schedules unrealistic and many opted to wait
and see during the start-up phase

The original developer change resistance led
to a project slow down and a lower quality
input for the new system developers and
consultants. ADPC had to change the project
leaders and develop realistic plans to motive
the original developers to work on the
project whole-heartedly after the start-up
phase

Project management

Basic project management practices help to
achieve the project goals on schedule and
within budget

No explicit project budget was deﬁned,
monthly project meetings were held to
monitor progress and schedules, and to
coordinate subprojects in the start-up phase

Project delays led to a customer auditing one
subproject. ADPC had to change the
subproject manager and redo the project
planning as well as hire a full-time senior
project manager to coordinate the
subprojects

System documentation

System documentation helps to understand
the system and its structure. If
documentation is not up-to-date, all such
information has to be interpreted from the
system code

The system documentation was not up-todate, and the original developers had limited
motivation and possibilities to participate in
the project in the start-up phase. The new
development practices and system were
documented from the beginning

The new developers had to study the old
system assembly code before they could
redevelop it. This required much more time
than estimated, which led to project delays.
ADPC had to engage the original developers
in the project to speed it up

Parallel systems

Redeveloping an information system from
scratch may require running two systems
and personnel in parallel until the new
system replaces the old one

A new technical infrastructure was acquired
and personnel were hired to develop the new
system. The old system was shut down after
switchover and the personnel were adapted
to the new situation through downsizing

Parallel systems caused increased costs due
to double personnel, licensing, and
maintenance costs. Terminating the old
system contracts, external developer
contracts, and downsizing the personnel
started the ﬁnancial recovery

Environmental factors

A company has to adapt to prevailing
situation in the environment, such as laws,
developer availability, and their costs

The project started in 1998 when the year
2000 preparations in software industry were
at their peak and the IT boom was starting.
External consultants and nearshoring were
used to solve the hiring problem

A failure to hire a talented development
team led to the use of external consultants
and nearshoring. All these slowed down the
development of the technical infrastructure.
Use of external consultants also increased
the project costs

Learning needs

Employees need to learn how to use new
technologies efﬁciently

The project members were offered a training
program from the beginning of the project
with a later focus on certiﬁcation. A
company-wide development scheme is
currently under construction

ADPC built expertise in selected technologies
during the project. The expertise has
motivated employees and made ADPC
eligible for partnership programs, which
offer cost reductions and increased visibility

Technical
infrastructure

New technologies (e.g., processes, tools, and
practices) must be selected, acquired, and
adapted to the organizational context to
form the technical infrastructure

The development platform was selected as
part of the project preparation and tools
were acquired as needs arose. New
development practices and system
architecture were deﬁned and adopted
during the project

Developing software at the same time with
its architecture and development practices
prevented their efﬁcient use in the project.
The same problems had to be solved in
different subprojects, leading to inconsistent
application architectures and rework

Organizational and
management
structures

Institutionalizing changes in technical
infrastructure may require adapting the
organizational and management structures
ﬁrst

Software quality improvement was started
by acquiring test tools, then by improving
the test practices with a consultant, and
ﬁnally by establishing a test unit with its
own manager

Improving the test practices started from the
technology-side but, only after the
organizational and management structures
became established, did the changes get
institutionalized and external consultant use
ceased

Ripple effect

Architectural changes in system elements
and their linkage require all the affected
elements to be adapted to the changes. One
change can cascade through many elements
through the links – the ripple effect

All the elements of the software
development ecosystem were changed in the
project leading to many unexpected knockon and emergent changes

Code rewrites led to extensive testing, the
hiring of testers, and ﬁnally to the
establishment of a test unit. The move from a
software development process that was
individual-centric to an organization-centric
approach led to the hiring of more people
and eventually to the establishment of
separate design, development, and test units,
as well as to the development of a task
management system

memories can be inaccurate. This problem is further complicated
by the lack of project documentation in the early part of the change
project and minimal documentation from the mainframe period. It
is also evident that the primary source of the initial information,
the annual reports, focuses on positive events even though they

are required to include correct information by the law. The data
sources lack the customer viewpoint, the former Managing Director, and dissidents. Due to the co-operative nature of ADPC, the
net result is not a true measure of the company’s success, as customer satisfaction would better reﬂect the goals of the company.
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However, in the absence of systematic customer satisfaction surveys this viewpoint was not available. The Managing Director
who started the change project would be a natural person to answer questions about the decision making process and the early
part of the project but, due to the limited project success under
his command and his exit from the project, this access was not
possible. The conducted interviews did not ﬁnd any dissenting
voices, even though not all the employees were happy about giving
up the mainframe system. One explanation may be that possible
dissidents are no longer working in the company. Finally, the Corporate Vice President participated in this study as a key informant,
as an analyst, and as an author. The possible bias resulting from the
multiple roles has been addressed by triangulating the central issues from the other data sources, especially in the interviews.
The analysis and indicated causalities should be treated with
caution due to the long time span since the actual events and this
reporting of them. In particular, the factors impacting ADPC’s performance during the software technology change project (Table 2)
were validated: (1) by identifying each factor in multiple data
sources; (2) by having the Corporate Vice President review them;
and (3) by ﬁnding general evidence for the factors in the literature.
However, the omission of factors is possible since each interviewee
approached the interviews from their own perspective, and ‘‘CSFs
[critical success factors] differ from company to company and from
manager to manager” [60].

6. Conclusions
This case study set out to empirically validate the Classic
Change Curve on a software technology change project. We
approached the study by looking at a 5-year and 4 month legacy
information system project in which a 30-year old mainframe
system was replaced with a network server system and all the
technical infrastructure and employee competences were
renewed. In the full 10-year period covered by the study, so also
including the years following the closure of the change project,
60% of the personnel and most of the organizational and management structures changed. In addition the organizational culture
transformed from an individual-centric one to an organizationcentric one, and the technology change strategy became one that
actively tracked and adopted new technologies.
Technology change became topical in the company of the case
study as the old system reached its technology limits. The system
failed to provide the functional and usability improvements that
customers requested, the hardware was outdated, and attempts
to hire personnel failed due to the aging mainframe system and
the assembly language used. The actual change project progressed
as a typical change program along the Classic Change Curve with
an initial performance dip and the achievement of near original
performance levels by its closure. However, looking more broadly
over the 10-year period we were able to identify improved performance trends on each of the technical, organizational and ﬁnancial
fronts, even though the lack of systematic collection of project, process, and product metrics made straightforward quantitative before and after comparison impossible. A closer study of the
change project unfolding revealed four phases in the Classic
Change Curve: start-up, despair, recovery, and improved performance. The actual project course and performance was affected
by ten factors: project planning, change resistance, project management, system documentation, parallel systems, environmental
issues, learning needs, technical infrastructure, organizational
and management structures, and the ripple effect.
The practical implication of the reported case study is that software technology change projects can beneﬁt from an understanding of both the organizational and technology change research. The

Classic Change Curve helps companies to set realistic expectations
on project progression and, thereby, to increase the likelihood of
keeping their change projects under control. The notion of performance also raises the question of suitable organizational performance metrics that should be tracked and set as goals on such
change projects. On the individual level, the study conﬁrmed that
every change involves a loss for somebody, and change tends to result in change resistance. Managing the loss and mitigating the
resistance is a central issue in keeping the personnel productive
for the duration of the change project.
On the technological side, an understanding of the technology
S-curve and disruptive innovations can help companies to time
their technology changes. Tracking the performance of key technologies can help in identifying the approaching limits so that
workarounds or technology changes can be prepared for. The
dynamics of disruptive innovations, on the other hand, is important to understand so as to recognize them as early as possible
and to avoid getting caught out. Finally, the nature of the change
should be contemplated from the system concepts and their linkage point of view, as depicted by the technological change framework. Careless changes affecting the system linkage can result in
ripples that are difﬁcult to get under control after the fact.
On the theoretical side, this case study underlines the importance of further empirical studies in software development practice. This qualitative study demonstrates the signiﬁcance of
organizational and technological aspects of change within software
engineering, but quantitative studies are needed to establish the
extent of the observed problems. A retrospective study of this nature has numerous limitations, which makes tracking a live change
project from the beginning a very interesting topic for study. Finally, the applicability of the observations in other contexts is unclear.
In particular, the use of the net result as a performance measure
works only for those projects that affect the ﬁnancial standing of
the whole business unit, and the performance dip enlarges quickly
with multiple interdependent projects that start to escalate. Determining what would constitute suitable performance measures to
track the progress along the Classic Change Curve and technology
S-curve in smaller software process improvement efforts needs
further study.
Even though the case study has focused on efforts to keep
abreast with the latest technology changes in one company, we believe these ﬁndings have broader applicability. For example, IBM’s
development of a new system in the 1960s, the System/360, was
also a signiﬁcant investment in a technology that was not properly
known to the developers at the time but proved to be a great success. Bob Evans, the IBM line manager responsible for this so-called
‘‘You bet your company” project, summarized it in 1966 as follows:
‘‘[the 360] was a damn good risk, and a lot less risk than it would
have been to do anything else, or to do nothing at all” [75]. A timely
software technology change, coupled with the ability to navigate
the ups and downs of its project path successfully, can open up
the way to technical leadership.
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